
BumGenius Flip wrap 
cover - Can be used as 

the cover for a two 
parter set, such as 

TotsBots Bamboozle or 
Ecopipo night nappy.  Or 
use a flip insert or other 
inserts . This wrap can 
be used multiple times 

unless soiled. 

HempKids- inserts 
can be used in any wrap or 

pocket as absorbency. Mix and 
match with other materials to find the 
right level of absorbency level / 

absorbing  time / drying time 
balance for you.

Little Bloom Pocket nappies, 
commonly purchased cheaply 
from Amazon. Add absorbent 
material such as microfibre, 

bamboo, cotton or hemp inside 
the pocket.

BumGenius Elemental. 
This is an all in one nappy it 
needs nothing added. To can 
add an extra absorbent layer 
if you wish and / or a liner if 
you wish. It drys slowly but 

absorbs a lot.

TotsBots Easyfit. 
This is an all in one 

nappy it needs nothing 
added. To can add an extra 

absorbent layer if you wish and / or a liner if you 
wish. Fold tabs in when washing. 

Microfibre inserts / 
boosters, can be used in 

any pocket nappy or wrap or 
to boost a shaped nappy. Fold 
and popper to size. Microfibre 

absorbs fast and drys fast, 
experiment with combining a 

microfibre on top of a 
bamboo or cotton or using 

just 2 microfibre.

Medium wet bag. Use a wet bag 
to bring wet nappies home if you 

are out. You can also use a 
resealable large sandwich bag.

TJs XL Hanging Wet Bag. 
Perfect for storing your dirty 
nappies on the back of the 
bathroom door until you are 

ready wash. 

Wee Notions Pocket 
nappies, commonly 

purchased pre-loved as 
they are no longer available 

new. Add absorbent 
material such as microfibre, 

bamboo, cotton or hemp 
inside the pocket.

BumGenius suede 
cloth liners - These go 

between your baby’s bottom and 
the absorbent layer (if you are 
using cotton or hemp you don't 

need this) 
Experiment with fleece liners / 
disposable liners to see which 

you prefer. 

Ecopipo wrap, night nappy, 
long insert and flat insert. 

Experiment with different inserts 
into the pocket in the night 

nappy. Always use a wrap with 
this night nappy. Ecobebe insert 
has stay dry top and bamboo.

Bambino Mio 
Trifold Insert.
Cotton Very 

absorbent , but slow 
drying.  Can be used 
in side any wrap or 
pocket nappy. Pair 
with other boosters 

to experiment.

Ecopipo pocket nappy. Add 
absorbent material such as 

microfibre, bamboo, cotton or hemp 
inside the pocket.These are available 

with both applied and popper 
fastenings. 

Ecopipo All in One. 
Use with or without 

the snap-in 
booster. 


